Occult Plummer Vinson syndrome in a patient with haemorrhoids
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ABSTRACT

Plummer Vinson syndrome is a rare condition characterised by the triad of dysphagia, iron-deficiency anaemia and upper oesophageal webs. This is a case of a middle aged lady who presented with fatigue and was diagnosed to have iron deficiency anaemia. She did not have any complaints of dysphagia. On endoscopic evaluation she was found to have post cricoid web and haemorrhoids. Since post cricoid webs can complicate to squamous cell carcinoma of gastrointestinal tract, this case highlights the importance of endoscopic evaluation of all patients presenting with severe iron deficiency anaemia even in the absence of dysphagia, to rule out occult Plummer Vinson syndrome.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of post cricoid web is a rare complication of iron deficiency anaemia (IDA). The triad of dysphagia, iron deficiency anaemia and upper oesophageal webs is termed as Plummer Vinson syndrome (PVS). Since the condition is complicated by gastric squamous cell carcinoma, these patients require regular endoscopic evaluation. However, our patient did not have any complaints of dysphagia as such, but was found to have post cricoid web on endoscopy.

CASE REPORT

A 56 year old lady presented with fatigue for the past 4 months, which has been progressive and associated with dyspnoea on exertion and palpitations. She did not have any complaints of dysphagia or malena. Her general physical examination revealed a pulse of 100/minute, blood pressure 110/70 mmHg (no postural drop), respiratory rate 16/minute and normal temperature. She had pallor, glossitis (Figure 1) and koilonychias (Figure 2). An ejection systolic murmur was feebly audible in the aortic area. Other systemic examinations were normal. Her blood investigations showed haemoglobin of 5.4 g% (12–15), MCV 57 fL (79–93) and microcytic hypochromic picture on peripheral blood smear. Her vitamin B₁₂ levels were normal but iron profile showed serum ferritin 3.7ng/ml (10 – 290), serum iron 276 mcg% (50-170), total iron binding capacity 562 mcg% (250 – 450) and transferrin saturation of 64.10% (14-50). Other blood parameters like renal and liver functions, thyroid profile, electrolytes and calcium were normal. Anti nuclear antibody profile and anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide were negative. Electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia, ultrasound abdomen, echocardiography and chest Xray were normal. Her stool occult blood was positive and upper gastrointestinal endoscopy revealed a partial web at the post cricoid area (upper oesophageal sphincter) and Schatzki’s ring at 33cm (Figure 3), for which endoscopic dilatation was done. She had grade II haemorrhoids on colonoscopy (Figure 4).

On repeated probing, she mentioned minimal dysphagia at times during swallowing of bolus food. She was given 3 units of packed cell transfusion along with parenteral iron injections, following which her haemoglobin picked up to 9.2 g%. She was not willing for any surgical intervention for her haemorrhoids and was discharged on iron supplements and Daflon (500 mg twice daily for 1 month), and advised
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high fibre diet and every 6 monthly endoscopic evaluation in view of the risk for developing gastrointestinal carcinoma. After 3 months she was totally asymptomatic with haemoglobin of 11.2 g%, but was lost for follow up later.

DISCUSSION

PVS is a rare entity with an unclear pathogenesis. IDA has been implicated as the most probable mechanism. The depletion in the iron dependent oxidative enzymes can lead to myasthenic changes in the muscles of deglutition, atrophic changes in the oesophageal mucosa and formation of epithelial webs. The symptoms of dysphagia show improvements following iron therapy. However, there have been instances where the patients did not respond to iron therapy and eventually required endoscopic dilatation or incision for the treatment of dysphagia. The occurrence of post cricoid web is a risk factor for the development of squamous cell carcinoma of gastrointestinal tract. In cases of haemorrhoids, a rapid correction of anaemia has been noticed with hemorrhoidectomy. PVS has also been observed in conditions like celiac disease, thyroid disorders and rheumatoid arthritis.

Our patient did not have any symptom of dysphagia and the presence of post cricoid web was an incidental finding on endoscopy, for which dilatation was done followed by iron therapy. The aetiology for IDA was the presence of grade II haemorrhoids.

CONCLUSION

PVS is a rare condition and is found mainly in association with IDA. The diagnosis is made when patients fulfil the triad of dysphagia as symptom, IDA on investigation and presence of post cricoid web on endoscopy. The condition can be complicated by gastric carcinoma. Our patient presented with anaemia which was due to iron deficiency from haemorrhoids. She did not have any symptomatic dysphagia but was found to have post cricoid web on endoscopy. This case therefore highlights the possibility of an occult PVS in cases of severe IDA. Since PVS is a risk factor for development of gastric squamous cell carcinoma,
all patients presenting with severe IDA should be screened for post cricoid web even in the absence of dysphagia.
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